
Features IVMS IVMS 2.0  IVMS and IVMS 2.0 Data events IVMS 2.0 only video events
In-cab alert, 
notification or 
enforcement 

Trip history Uploaded and viewable on interface       
and app Remotely retrievable trip video

View live position of vehicle Always available on map  Live streaming 

Driver ID tag based system Tag ID recorded Driver image captured

Driver ID using facial recognition Only available with IVMS 2.0 Driver regonition and automatic trip 
allocation

Monitor seatbelt usage Event recorded if no seatbelt on while 
moving

AI detected seatbelt violation with video 
of event

Impact and rollover detection Send immediate notifications via SMS 
and email 

Video of event  uploaded to interface for 
review

Fatigue/journey management monitoring Drive time based in-cab alerts for 
warnings and infringement No extra video feature 

Distracted driver events Only available with IVMS 2.0 
Automatically send video of event to 

interface and email alert to manager with 
link to event

Drowsy driver events Only available with IVMS 2.0 
Automatically send video of event to 

interface and email alert to manager with 
link to event

Mobile phone usage Only available with IVMS 2.0 
Automatically send video of event to 

interface and email alert to manager with 
link to event

Speed violations for public roads Uses public road speed zone data base 
to identify speeding events

Can use data to retrieve video of event if 
not automatically captured

Top speed violations Event recorded for exceeding pre set 
limit of vehicle

Video event sent to interface for 
exceeding pre set limit of vehicle

Speed zones within geo zones with in-cab alerts 
for exceeding limit 

Events recorded for speeding within set 
up geo-zoned speed-zones

Can use data to retrieve video of event if 
not automatically captured

Speed violations based on the AI camera reading 
actual posted speed signs 

Only available with IVMS 2.0 
Automatically send video of event to 

interface and email alert to manager with 
link to event

Entry and exit of zones recording and in-cab alerts Entry and exit times and location 
reported Can use data to retrieve video of event

Harsh Braking Event recorded to interface Video of event sent to interface providing 
context surrounding event 
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Harsh cornering Event recorded to interface Video of event sent to interface providing 
context surrounding event 

Harsh acceleration Event recorded to interface Video of event sent to interface providing 
context surrounding event 

Tailgating Only available with IVMS 2.0 Video of event sent to interface providing 
context surrounding event 

Collision warnings Only available with IVMS 2.0 Video of event sent to interface providing 
context surrounding event 

Stop sign violations Only available with IVMS 2.0 Video of event sent to interface providing 
context surrounding event 

Daily, weekly and monthly reports generation Many reports available + custom reports 
can be created

IVMS 2.0 only dashboard of events 
available based on fleet, individual vehicle 

or driver

Maintenance reminders Maintenance reminders emails based on 
time, km, and/or runtime No extra video feature 

Vehicle checklist via app that sends forms directly 
back to online interface

Fill out forms in the field and have them 
immediately available through the 
interface. Broad applications due to 

flexibility and detail of form creation.

No extra video feature 

Email and SMS notifications with video link of 
event

Can set up email and SMS alerts for any 
event but no video available for 

traditional IVMS

Email and SMS alerts of events sent with 
video links of event included to view and 

decide if further action required

Panic Button Send immediate notifications via SMS 
and email 

Capture 30 second video of internal and 
external of vehicle

Telemetry Data Full second-by-second telemetry data 
ODO calculations No extra video feature 

Movement reporting 
Set up movement notifications to be 
told if asset is moved from certain 

location
No extra video feature 

GPS Logbook
Calculates precise ODO second by 
second for accurate logbooking, 

recognises if on trailer
No extra video feature 
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4G LTE M communication Used to send all data to online interface Used to send all video data to online 
interface

Iridium (Satellite) communication 

Sends vital data to online interface 
regarding vehicle location, panic, 
impacts and rollover detection via 

satellite communication when out of 
cellular coverage

Video of event can only be access once 
back in cellular coverage

Wi-Fi Communication Not available on traditional IVMS,      
IVMS 2.0 option only  

Use Wi-Fi hot spot to upload stored video 
and trip data. Best used in areas where 
there is little to no cellular coverage to 

access data 

Bluetooth Communication

Used to pickup information from 
bluetooth pickups. Ie: bluetooth fuel 
sensors, TPMS monitoring, bluetooth 

tags, temperature etc…

Bluetooth on camera is used with app to 
link to camera to view camera position 
and diagnose issues locally. App is also 
used to set up Wi-Fi hotspot on camera


